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SUMMARY.

I

Scope:
;

This routine resident inspection was conducted.on site in plant operations
which included plant status, review of spent fuel pool design basis and
operations, NRC Bulletin 96-01: Control Rod Insertion Problems, closeout -

| issue, and review of.INP0 evaluation report; maintenance which included-

maintenance observations, surveillance observations, Technical Specificationi

'

leakage reduction program, closed cooling water modification, residual heat
removal and spent fuel pool cooling heat. exchanger monitoring and maintenance-
standdown; engineering which included failure to correct a deficiency on a
Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System valve; and plant support which included failure
to submit a required Licensee Event Report, emergency preparedness, and jsecurity - unsecured vehicle in protected area. '

Results:

Plant Operations
1

! The plant operated at or about full power until April 10, when the unit began l!
: power coastdown for the planned refueling outage. On April 14, the licensee I

began a controlled shutdown of the unit (paragraph 2.1). '

i
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On March 13, the inspectors observed the operators manipulate power to support
| turbine testing. The inspectors determined that the operators were focused

!
and attentive while controlling power (paragraph 2.2).

On April 14 and 15, the inspectors observed a significant portion of the plant 1shutdown. The inspectors determined that the shutdown was well controlleu and |

the operators responded well to secondary side challenges (paragraph 2.2).

| The V. C. Summer spent fuel pool was designed to accommodate a full core
i

'

off-load. All necessary changes to the current licensing basis as presented '

in the power uprate submittals were incorporated into the next Final Safety
| Analysis Report (FSAR) update. An unresolved item was identified for '

! variances between spent fuel pool design and operating practices and the
design and operation described in the FSAR (paragraph 2.3).!

The inspectors concluded that the overall rod drop time demonstrated that
.

all control rods met the Technical Specification 3.1.3.4 rod drop time |

requirements (paragraph 2.4)'.

( The inspectors reviewed the INPO inspection report prepared following the
November 1995 evaluation. The report documented several strengths and
findings in the areas reviewed. The perceptions of licensee performance,

| presented in the INP0 report were consistent with NRC assessments documented i
in inspection reports (paragraph 2.6). l

Maintenance

| The inspectors reviewed two maintenance and two surveillance activities
; (paragraphs 3.1 and 3.2).

A violation was identified for the failure to complete the data sheet as
required by the GTP-006 assessment procedure (paragraph 3.3).

The licensee's review of the Closed Cooling Water Modification problems was
comprehensive (paragraph 3.4).

The actions to repair the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) heat exchangers prior to
the Spring 1996 refueling outage were proactive to decrease the radiation dose
to workers. The inspectors' walkdown of the RHR heat exchangers did not
identify any leakage from the repaired flanges (paragraph 3.5). j

The inspectors concluded that a maintenance standdown meeting was a good
! initiative (paragraph 3.6).

Enaineerina i

i

A violation was identified for failure to take adequate corrective action to i
correct a leaking valve in the Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System. This led to 1

i
,

*
i

|
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draining approximately 500 gallons from the spent fuel pool to the recycle
holdup tank (paragraph 4.1).

| Plant.Sunoort

A violation was identified for the failure to make a Licensee Event Report in ,

'connection with a missed Technical Specification surveillance (paragraph 5.1).

In the Emergency Preparedness area, one non-cited violation was identified for|

i failure to classify a loss of offsite sirens in a timely manner in accordance
with the Emergency Plan. The licensee continues to improve its emergency
response capability. The program was being maintained at a good level of
operational readiness (paragraph 5.2.1).

| A violation was identified for failing to maintain a vehicle secured in i
accordance with security procedures (paragraph 5.3). |

|
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REPORT DETAILS

Acronyms used throughout this report are defined in paragraph 9.
|

| 1.0 PERSONS CONTACTED |
|

Licensee Employees
|

| Bacon, F., Manager, Chemistry Services |
| Blue, L., Manager, Health Physics i
! Browne, M., Manager, Design Engineering |

Byrne, S., General Manager, Nuclear Plant Operations j
* Fields, H., Manager, Materials and Procurement i

Fipps, S., Independent Safety Evaluation Group |
*Fowlkes, M., Manager, Operations j
*Furstenberg, S., Manager, Maintenance Services '

Hunt, S., Manager, Quality Systems
Kelley, V., Coordinator, Emergency Services
LaCoe, P., Supervisor, Test Unit

,

| *Lavigne, D., General Manager, Nuclear Safety
j

L *Lippard, G., Manager, Nuclear Licensing and Operating Experience j
Loignon Jr., G., Project Coordinator '

Moffatt, G., Manager, Planning and Scheduling
*Nesbitt, J., Manager, Technical Services,

| * Nettles, K., General Manager, Strategic Planning and Development
!

| O'Quinn, H., Manager, Nuclear Protection Services |
| * Proper, J., Supervisor, Nuclear Licensing and Operating Experience '

Schwartz, R., Emergency Services Coordinator
*Sowell, J., Health Physics
* Taylor, G., Vice President, Nuclear Operations
* Taylor, T., Manager, Engineering Services
*Waselus, R., Manager, Systems and Component Engineering
*Wasieczko, J., Supervisor, Security Operations
* White, R., Nuclear Coordinator, South Carolina Public Service Authority
* Williams, B., Outage Manager
Williams, G., Associate Manager, Operations

!

| Other licensee employees contacted included office, operations,
! engineering, maintenance, chemistry / radiation, and corporate personnel.

2.0 PLANT OPERATIONS (71707, 92901, 40500)

2.1 Plant Status
|
'

The plant operated at or about full power until April 10, when the unit
began power coastdown for the planned RF0. On April 14, the licensee
began a controlled shutdown of the unit. At approximately 11:55 p.m.,

! the licensee opened the main generator output breaker and began RF0 9.
| The licensee entered Mode 2 on April 15, at approximately 1:40 a.m.; Mode

3 at 3:06 a.m.; Mode 4 at 12:30 p.m.; and Mode 5 at 10:05 p.m. On April
18, at 2:26 p.m., the licensee entered Mode. 6.

,
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2.2 General

j The inspectors conducted frequent CR tours to verify proper staffing,
' operator attentiveness, and adherence to procedures. The inspectors

-attended daily plant status meetings and shift turnovers to maintain
awareness of overall facility operations, and reviewed operator logs to-
verify operational safety and compliance with TS. Instrumentation and
safety system lineups were periodically reviewed from CR indications to
assess operability. Plant tours were conducted to observe equipment

,

status and housekeeping. ON0s were reviewed to assure that potential I

safety concerns were properly reported and resolved.

On March 13, the . inspectors observed the operators manipulate power to
support turbine testing. The inspectors determined that the operators
were focused and attentive while controlling power.

On April 14 and 15, the inspectors observed a significant portion of. the
plant shutdown. The inspectors determined that the. shutdown was well
controlled and the operators responded well to secondary side challenges.

| 2.3 Review of Spent Fuel Pool Design Basis and Operations ]

On March 26 and 27, design basis and operating information for the Spent
Fuel Cooling System were reviewed. Design documents, including the FSAR,
were reviewed. The following discrepancies were identified:

An FSAR discrepancy was-identified in FSAR Section 9.1.3.3, where,

i_ the piping lines entering and exiting from the SFP are located
| between the normal water level (elevation 461'6") and the design low

water level (elevation 460'6") and are provided with anti-syphoning
holes to preclude draining the pool below this low water level.

| However, the Spent Fuel Cooling System Flow Diagram, D-302-651,
noted that all piping to and from the SFP should penetrate pool
walls at elevation 460'3". ' The licensee verified that the drawing
had the correct elevation and stated that this discrepancy would be
corrected in the next FSAR revision.

An FSAR discrepancy was identified in FSAR Table 9.1-1, for the Heat
Transfer Rate of the spent fuel heat exchangers. The CLB states the '

heat transfer rate as: (1) 10/3 Core - 15.2 MBTU/hr and (2) 13/3
Core - 21.3 MBTU/hr (per cooler). However, the 1984 rerack
amendment dated September 27, 1984, changed the licensing basis heat
transfer rate for each train of spent fuel cooling to 14.2 MBTU/hr.
The licensee has stated that this discrepancy would be corrected in
the next FSAR revision.

The CLB in the FSAR describes a partial core off-load (72 FAs) as
the normal design basis cooling situation and a full core off-load;

| (157 FAs) as the off-normal design basis cooling situation.
| However, the licensee has performed a full core off-load since the

first RF0 which is an off-normal design basis cooling situation on a

. _ . . _ . . _ _ , __ . _ ___ _ . -. -_
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|
normal frequency. While the spent fuel cooling system was designed |

to remove such a heatload, it requires both trains of spent fuel
| cooling to be operable to maintain the SFP temperature below the !

design basis limit of 140*F.
,

The licensee has stated that at no time during the previous outages had
they exceeded their design basis temperature or heat load. A review of ;

RF0 8 data, documented that the maximum spent fuel temperature reached i,

| during core off-load was 105.3*F which ils below the design basis maximum
! temperature of 140*F.

The licensee began an RF0 on April 15, 1996, with a planned full core
l' off-load. As stated above, the current' licensing basis in the FSAR

describes this as an off-normal practice.. However, the NRC Staff issued
a power uprate amendment, on April 12, 1996, which will increase the
licensed thermal power limit from 2775 to 2900 MWt and change the current
licensing basis for spent fuel cooling. Prior to the start of the 1

| outage, the licensee plans to revise their spent fuel cooling licensing
| basis and associated procedures as necessary.

,

In addition, information related to past refueling practices, proposed
changes to the design basis presented in the power uprate submittals, and
procedural controls for SFP related TS requirements were reviewed. The
procedural controls were in place and appropriate. These included
requirements on maintaining the SFP level 23 feet above the top of
irradiated fuel, decay time before moving fuel, SFP ventilation, SFP
inventory controls, SFP criticality, drainage design control, and SFP,

l storage burnup.

| The V. C. Summer SFP was designed to accommodate a full core off-load.
i The licensee acknowledged the discrepancies noted above and stated that

they would be resolved after issuance of the power uprate amendment in
the next FSAR revision. A review of the FSAR update was performed. All
necessary changes to the CLB as presented in the power uprate submittals,

' were incorporated. No safety-significant discrepancies were identified
in this review.

. The inspectors reviewed the FSAR revision which included the
| 10 CFR 50.59 ",afety analysis and conclbded that the FSAR change would
; adequately describe current operating practices. This review was
| conducted prior to the RF0 9 core offload.

; The NRC is continuing to review the variances between plant design
'

and operating practices and their FSAR descriptions for the SFP. Until
this review is completed, these variances are identified as URI
50-395/96-05-03, Variances Between The FSAR And Plant Operating Practices
For The SFP.

L
! 2.4 NRC Bulletin 96-01, Control Rod Insertion Problems
I
'

In a letter dated April 4, the licensee responded to NRC Bulletin 96-01,
; Control Rod Insertion Problems. The bulletin requested the licensee to

l
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measure and evaluate at each outage of sufficient duration during
calendar year 1996, the control rod drop times and recoil data' for all
control rods; and if appropriate plant conditions exist where the vessel
head is removed, measure and evaluate drag forces for all rodded fuel
assemblies. The licensee's response letter indicated that rod drop tests
will be performed for all outages of sufficient duration in 1996, except
within 2,500 MWD /MTU burnup of the last test. The licensee did not
intend to provide recoil data. Drag tests will be performed on all

|rodded fuel assemblies with greater than 40,000 MWD /MTU assembly burnup
along with a representative sample of those rodded fuel assemblies with
burnups in the range of 25,000 to 40,000 MWD /MTV. l

On April 10 and 11, telephone conference calls between the licensee and
the NRC addressed the bulletin response prior to their RFO. The licensee
agreed to drag test 44 of the 48 rodded fuel assemblies. -The NRC agreed

i

that recoil data would not be required based upon the licensee's ability i
to trend individual rod times, the previous difficulty in getting good |
recoil data, and the short time period between the bulletin issuance and '

beginning of the RF0.

On April 15, at 3:47 a.m., the licensee manually tripped the reactor in
accordance with REP-107.017, Shutdown and Control Rod Drop Test (NRC ,

Bulletin 96-01 Data Collection), revision 0. The sequence of events log '

indicated that the time from the first reactor trip breaker open to the
time when the rods off bottom annunciator indicated full-in was 2.370
seconds. This time enveloped all of the control rods since the rods off.
bottom annunciator did not indicate full-in until the last control rod 1

was on the bottom.

The individual rod time data showed values which were inconsistent with
the overall time of 2.370 seconds, and several exceeded the overall time.
The licensee determined that this resulted from one of two computer
processors failing to process the computer points at the indicated ,

increased interval of a tenth of a second. Instead, the data points were l

being updated at the preset one second interval. The other computer
|

-

processor _ accepted the increased interval and was storing the data on the '

tenth of a second. interval even though the data point was only being
updated at a one second interval. The licensee rebooted the computer and
was able to change the processing interval.

The inspectors concluded that since the accuracy of the sequence of
events log is in thousandths of a second, the overall rod drop time of
2.370 seconds demonstrated that all control rods met the TS 3.1.3.4 rod
drop time requirement of less than or equal to 2.7 seconds.

2.5 Closeout Issue

(Closed) VIO 50-395/95-17-01, Failure To Promptly Correct Inadequate
Differential Pressure In The fuel Handling Building ;

The licensee responded to this violation on December 20, 1995. The
Iinspectors reviewed the licensee's corrective actions to avoid further.

|
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violations. The Annunciator Response Procedure, ARP-016, revision 0 was
revised. The ARP now requires immediate notification of the refueling
SR0 in the FHB to suspend the movement of fuel or other loads over the
SFP, transfer canal, or cask loading pit when a low FHB differential
pressure alarm is received in the CR. The movement of fuel or other
loads can continue if a local dp monitor is installed and operating
properly, and indicates that differential pressure is less than
-0.125" WG. The high FHB differential pressure alarm was eliminated

.

-(MRF 22769 MCN D, MWR 227690009) to reduce the )otential for confusion in
.

the FHB, There was no requirement for this hig, differential pressure
al arm. The licensee also installed a temporary differential pressure
instrument in the FHB with an audible alarm during operations over the
fuel pool (MWR 9613042). The inspectors reviewed these corrective
actions prior to fuel movement.

2.6 Review of INP0 Evaluation Report

The inspectors reviewed the INP0 inspection report prepared following the ;

November 1995 evaluation. The report documented several strengths and
findings in the areas reviewed. The perceptions of licensee performance
presented in the INP0 report ~were consistent with NRC assessments
documented in inspection reports.

In the area of Plant Operations, one URI was identified.
'

3.0 MAINTENANCE (62703, 61726, 40500)

3.1 Maintenance Observations

The following maintenance activities were reviewed:

PMTS: P0196428, Disassemble, Inspect and Clean Emergency Diesel
Generator Stator Water Jacket

PMTS: P0188414, Replace "0" Rings on Emergency Diesel Generator
Cylinders per MMP0180.033, " Emergency Diesel Generator Miscellaneous
Maintenance"

3.2 Surveillance Observations

The following surveillance activities were reviewed:

STP-401.002, Main Steam Line Code Safety Valves ASME Section XI
Test, revision 8.

REP-107.017, Shutdown and Control Rod Drop Test (NRC Bulletin 96-01
Data Collection), revision 0.

3.3 TS Leakage Reduction Program
,

;
'

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's leakage reduction program
procedure. Procedure GTP-006, General Procedures for System Leakage

i

1
,

__. _
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Assessment, revision 5, defines the general program to identify and
reduce leakage from those portions of systems outside containment that
could contain highly radioactive fluids during a serious transient or
accident to as low as practical levels in accordance with TS 6.8.4 and
NRC NUREG-0737, 111-D.1.1.

The inspectors reviewed a portion of the records of GTP-006 for the Fall
1994 outage. The program assessment procedure's PMTS was signed off as !
completed on January 20, 1995, and was submitted without the data sheet |

| from the GTP-006 procedure. Subsequently, a memorandum dated December
'

12, 1995, was archived which indicated that an assessment was performed
by the Health Physics and Radwaste Services office. The memo did not
include the data sheet required as a part of the GTP-006 procedure. In
addition, the GTP-006 data sheet was not archived for the Spring 1993
outage. ;

|

! l
'During the implementation of procedure GTP-006, the procedure states that

| each leak shall be evaluated by the Supervisor, Radwaste Programs, for as
1- low as practical consideration. The procedure defines as low as

practical as the reduction of leakage by normal ' maintenance practices to
include, but not be limited to replacement of gaskets, tightening
flanges, and adjusting packing. The procedure continues to state that

,

for unacceptable leakage, an MWR will be written to repair the leakage;!

when repairs have been completed, a post maintenance retest'shall be
performed to insure a leakage reduction has been achieved. There was no
indication that the leakage was reassessed in accordance with GTP-006 on,

! the procedure data sheet after the MWRs were addressed.

| TS 6.8.1.c requires that written procedures be established, implemented
and maintained covering the surveillance and test activities of safety-'

related equipment. GTP-006, required that an integrated leakage
assessment shall be recorded on the Attachment 1 data sheet and submitted
to the Supervisor, Radwaste Programs for evaluation. The failure to
complete the attachment as required by the GTP-006 assessment procedure
is a violation for failure to follow procedure. This item will be
identified as VIO 50-395/96-05-01, TS Leakage Assessment Program.

|

|- 3.4 Closed Cooling Water Modification

On February 23, the licensee was first contacted regarding a aroblem with
! a weld in the 24" carbon steel piping associated with the Tur)ine
| Building Closed Cooling Water Modification. The piping identified was

buried inside the protected area. The licensee dug up portions of the'

piping and replaced two weld joints that contained foreign material
(threaded rod). The licensee inspected additional welds but did not
identify any other welds that needed to be removed. The licensee planned
to rework defects identified in the Tape Coat. Additional welding
problems were identified but dispositioned by the licensee as acceptable.
Although this was non-safety piping, the licensee determined that the
quality of the workmanship observed was significantly below their
expectations. The inspectors concluded that the licensee's review was
comprehensive.

|
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3.5 RHR and SFP Cooling Heat Exchanger Maintenance

Prior to the outage, the licensee removed each RHR and SFP cooling heat
exchanger from service for maintenance to repair leaks on the head.

flanges. The heat'exchangers were removed one at a time during a four
week period. The licensee implemented a one time TS change that allowed
an extension of the allowable outage time for each RHR train to 7 days in

,

')

1 order to replace each RHR heat exchanger head flange gasket. The
inspectors considered that the licensee's actions to perform the RHR heat
exchanger work prior to the Spring 1996 RF0 were proactive to decrease

ithe radiation dose to workers. The inspectors' walkdown of the RHR heat '

exchangers did not identify any leakage from the repaired flanges
following the maintenance activities. The inspectors periodically
monitored the flange repair work in progress. The inspectors did not
identify any concerns during the maintenance observations.

The inspectors reviewed the following MWRs for welds on safety-related
piping:

MWR 96D3028 WELD NO. FW 33C2 EQUIP. XHE0007A-SF PIPING
MWR 96D3028 WELD N0. 37C2 EQUIP. XHE0007A-SF PIPING
MWR 96D3023 WELD N0. FW-13C1 EQUIP XHE00078-SF PIPING
MWR 9.6D3023 WELD N0. FW-1801 EQUIP. XHE00078-SF PIPING |
MWR 96D3023 WELD NO. MW-1 EQUIP. XHE0007B-SF PIPING
MWR 96D3026 WELD N0. 17C1 EQUIP. XVT00011 PIPING (RHR)
MWR 96D3024 WELD N0. 17C1 EQUIP. XVT00013 PIPING (RHR)

The weld travelers had signatures in the QC Inspector column for the
"Fitup, Purge, Preheat WPS(s)" process check point and the " Visually
Inspected Completed Weld" process check point.

|

3.6 Maintenance Standdown

In late March 1996, the licensee held a maintenance standdown meeting.
with maintenance personnel. Plant management.and supervision discussed
their concerns over recent human performance errors. The inspectors !
concluded that this was a good initiative to convey management's concern
regarding these personnel error issues.

In the area of Maintenance, one violation was identified.

4.0 ENGINEERING (37551, 92903)

Failure To Correct A Deficiency On A Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System Valve

The inspectors identified that the licensee failed to adequately correct
a deficiency on the SFP Cooling System that resulted in an unplanned
draining of SFP inventory. The licensee estimated that approximately 500
gallons (slightly less than one inch in SFP level) was drained from the
SFP to the RHT. -The affected component was the SFP cooling B train heat
exchanger isolation valve XVT06659-SF.
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In May 1995, an MWR was written because the valve appeared to leak by
when utilized as a tagout boundary. The MWR was dispositioned with an
engineer's TWR indicating that the leakage was less than 1/2 gallon per
minute. It also stated that this valve was not a required isolation
valve and was only closed when maintenance was required on the heat-
exchanger. Additionally, the planners found that they did not have a
replacement gasket. The TWR concluded that the reduction in the scope of
maintenance was acceptable and the work did not need to be rescheduled.

In March 1996, the licensee tagged out the B heat exchanger for
maintenance. This valve was used as a tagout boundary. While draining
the system for maintenance, operators suspected that the tagout boundary
was not intact and that drainage of the system outside the tagout
boundary was occurring. The tagout boundary was expanded. Another MWR
was generated to address this valve leaking by its seat. This MWR was
dispositioned with no work performed on the basis that the valve was
leaking about one drop per minute and that the valve was normally'not
used for isolation. .This leakage assessment was done with the tagout in
place. Operations indicated that they estimated the leakage to be
approximately 15 gpm.

The inspectors concluded that, in May 1995, the valve was in a degraded
condition which was not adequately assessed by engineering. This was
evidenced by an unplanned-draining of SFP inventory in March 1996.
Subsequently, the valve was addressed in another MWR and again
dispositioned with no work performed.

10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Actions, states, in part,
that measures shall be established to assure that conditions adverse to
quality, such as failures, malfunctions, deficiencies, deviations,
defective material and equipment and nonconformances are properly
identified and corrected.

Failure to correct the deficiency which led to draining SFP inventory to
the RHT is identified as a violation and will be tracked as VIO 50-
395/96-05-02, Failure To Correct A Deficiency On A Spent Fuel Pool
Cooling System Valve.

In the area of Engineering, one violation was identified.

5.0. PLANT SUPPORT (71750, 82701)

5.1 Failure To Submit A Required LER

During a review on March 18 of a February 7, 1996, event the inspectors
identified that the licensee had failed to prepare an LER as required by
10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(1)(B).

On February 7, the licensee identified that the TS surveillance testing
criteria used to test the charcoal samples taken from the CREVS and the
FHB Exhaust System charcoal plenums was not in accordance with the
applicable TS surveillance requirements (see NRC Inspection Report No.

I

|
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50-395/96-02).- This incorrect testing criteria was used since plant I
startup. On February 9, the plant entered TS 4.0.3 for failure to l

perform TS surveillance requirements on both trains of these ventilation
systems. The TS allowed delaying the action requirements for up to 24

| hours to permit the completion of the surveillance when the allowable
! outage time limits of the Action requirements are less than 24 hours.

The TS bases state that the failure to perform a surveillance within the
provisions of specification 4.0.2 is a violation of a TS requirement and,

i is, therefore, a reportable event under the requirements of 10 CFR
| 50.73(a)(2)(1)(B) because it is a condition prohibited by the plant's TS.

| 10 CFR 50.73(a), Licensee Event Report System, requires that the holder
of an operating license for a nuclear power plant (licensee) shall submit |

|- a Licensee Event Report (LER) for any event of the type described in this !

; paragraph within 30 days after the discovery of the event. Additionally
10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(i)(B), states that the licensee shall report any
operation or condition prohibited by the plant's Technical
Specifications.

This issue is a violation of 10 CFR 50.73 requirements and is identified
as VIO 50-395/96-05-04, Failure To Submit A Required LER.

| 5.2 Emergency Preparedness
|

5. P. 1 Emergency Plan ana 'mplementing Procedures

This area was inspected to determine whether significant changes were
made in the licensee's emergency preparedness program since March 1995
(when the last such inspection of this area was performed), to assess the
impact of any such changes on the overall state of-emergency preparedness
at the facility, and to determine whether the licensee's actions in
response to actual emergencies were in accordance with the Emergency Plan
and its implementing procedures. Requirements applicable to this area
are found in 10 CFR 50.47(b)(16), 10 CFR 50.54(q), Appendix E to 10 CFR
Part 50, and the licensee's Emergency Plan.

Revision 36 became effective on November 8, 1995, and was the Emergency
Plan in effect at the time of the inspection. Since the last routine
inspection of the Emergency Preparedness Program, the licensee had
submitted two revisionr to their Emergency Plan to the NRC, revisions 35
and 36. Revision 35 nad been reviewed and approved by the NRC. The NRC
had not completed their review of revision 36 at the time of this
inspection. The licensee used procedure SAP-139, Procedure Development
Review Approval and Control, Attachment XIII, Determination Of Decrease
In The Effectiveness Of The Emergency Plan, when making changes to the
Emergency Plan. The inspectors reviewed SAP-139 associated with
revision 36 of the Emergency Plan and concluded that the licensee's
review process satisfactorily met the intent of 10 CFR 50.54(q). A
review of licensee records indicated the revisions to the Emergency Plan;

i continued to be of high quality and were submitted to the NRC within 30
days of the implementation date, as required.

,
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The licensee's most recent independent audit QA-AUD-960001, and NRC
Inspection Report No. 50-395/95-04 had noted minor referencing errors in
the licensee's EPPs. A random review of the EPPs by the inspectors noted

; .that minor errors continue to exist in the licensee EPPs but, that the
| EPPs had improved considerably since the last inspection.

The licensee made one Emergency Plan activation since the last
inspection. An NOUE was declared on March >4, 1996, due to the EWSS being
inoperable. The licensee's procedure required the EWSS to be declared
inoperable if less than 75% of the sirens are operable. During a local

| power outage, power was lost to 36 of the 106.EWSS sirens. The loss.of
; power to the sirens occurred between approximately 5:30 a.m. and 6:12
: a.m. The computer control, alarms, and printout associated with the EWSS
i is located in the Shift Supervisor's office which is not normally manned.

Therefore, the loss of power to the sirens went unnoticed by the shift
operating crew. At 7:50 a.m., an emergency preparedness staff member
noticed that several sirens had. lost power around 5:30 a.m. At 8:00 a.m.
a test of the system from an alternate EWSS computer in the emergency
preparedness area indicated that all of the sirens were operable. At,

' 9:35 a.m., two members of the emergency preparedness staff reviewed the
EWSS nightly printout from the primary EWSS polling station located in

; the Shift Supervisors Office. .The printout indicated that 36 sirens had
| lost power. The first siren to lose power was N25, at 5:30 a.m., and the
; last siren to lose power was R89 at approximately 5:43 a.m. .The licensee
| tried to determine from the printout if the staggered times could imply
| that not all of the sirens had lost power at the same time. -The printout 1

was discussed among the licensee's management before making.an NOUE
'

declaration. At 11:00 a.m., an NOUE was declared. -Once the NOUE i

declaration was made, all required notifications to the State, local
governments, and the NRC were made in a timely manner. I

; The post review of the event indicated that the audible and visual alarm
| associated with the EWSS computer printer had been disabled. Also, a
! software alarm was not reinstalled after maintenance in November 1995. |

| This computer alarm would have given visual warning on the computer iscreen and a different audible alarm when the number of operable sirens i

decreased to 8%.

Since the event, the licensee had taken steps to: I

Install a software modification which would automatically reinstate
the alarm functions after a predetermined amount of time after the
alarm had been disabled;

Re-install the software for the loss 'of power alarm function on the
computer screen; and,

With the assistance of the vender, perform an additional intense;

j review of the EWSS to become more knowledgeable of the system
! capability,
i

|
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The failure of the licensee to classify the event in a timely manner was
a violation of the licensee's Emergency Plan. Because of the initiative
of the emergency preparedness staff and the corrective action taken by
management prior to the end of this inspection, this licensee identified

iand corrected violation is being treated as a Non-Cited Violation,
consistent with Section VII.B.1 of the NRC Enforcement Policy. This NCV
is identified as NCV 50-395/96-05-05, Failure To Classify An Event In A
Timely Manner In Accordance With The Emergency Plan.

l5.2.2 Emergency Facilities, Equipment, Instrumentation, and Supplies i

l
This area was inspected to determine whether the licensee's ERFs and 1

associated equipment, instrumentation, and supplies were maintained in a I
state of operational readiness, and to assess the impact of any changes
in this area upon the emergency preparedness program. Requirements
applicable to this area are found in 10 CFR 50.47(b)(8) and (9),
10 CFR 50.54(q), Sections IV.E and VI of Appendix E to 10 CFR Part 50,
and the licensee's Emergency Plan.

The inspectors toured the TSC, OSC, and the EOF. Selective examination !of equipment and supplies indicated that a high level of operational O

readiness was being maintained for these ERFs. The inspectors selected i
| at random, and tested various equipment. Some equipment tested included !

telephones, fax machines, ERFIS monitor, Dose Computer, and the EWSS "

computer. Programmed telephone numbers on the fax machine were verified.
Two emergency cabinets and two controlled content drawers were ;
inventoried by the inspectors. The computer data base for EPP-103, i

Emergency Equipment Checklist, and EPP-104, Verification of !
Communications capability, were reviewed for timely completion of the I

required audits. Additionally, data sheets were randomly reviewed to i

verify maintenance of inventory.

All of the equipment tested performed satisfactory. Audits were properly
completed and inventories had been satisfactory maintained. No
significant changes had been made to the facilities.

5.2.3 Organization and Management Control

This area was inspected to r'atermine the effects of any changes in the
licensee's emergency prepa edness program, and to determine the effect of

| these changes on the licensee's overall emergency preparedness program.
; Requirements applicable to this area are found in 10 CFR 50.47(b)(1) and
| (16), Section IV.A of Appendix E to 10 CFR Part 50, and the licensee's
| Emergency Plan.

| The organization and management of the emergency preparedness program
were reviewed and discussed with licensee representatives. Since the
last inspection, a rew General Manager, Nuclear Plant Operations was
hired from outside the company and had been trained as an Emergency
Director.

i
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The licensee was in the process of changing the ERO response concept from
'

a first responder approach to a four team approach. There were 117 ERO
personnel. Of the 117 positions,18 were on shift, 33 were on a rotating
team, and 66 were not in a team rotation due to staffing limitations. As
ERO personnel are trained, it is the licensee's intent to staff four full
teams.

1

5.2.4 Training

This area was inspected to determine whether the l'censee's key emergency
response personnel were properly trained and understood their emergency
responsibilities. Requirements applicable to this' area are contained in
10 CFR 50.47(b)(2) and (15), Section IV.E of Appendix E to 10 CFR
Part 50, and the licensee's Emergency P1an.

The licensee continued to maintain a formal training program with !
emphasis on quarterly drill participation as an excellent means to-
improve ERO member's skills. Part of the licensee's training program
used table top facility drills that focused on only one of the ERFs for
each drill. This approach permitted a more focused and interactive
training.

The licensee's ERO staff training-records were maintained on a computer
data base. The data _could be accessed in a variety of formats. The data
base could_ access the status of the ERO as a whole, or' only identify
members whose training was to expire within a given time frame. The
inspectors reviewed a printout which indicated the-qualification status
of the ERO. As an independent verification, the inspectors compared hard
copies of randomly selected ERO members training records to the data base
printout. In order to more effectively evaluate the quality of the ERO
training program, the inspectors reviewed randomly selected emergency
preparedness lesson plans. No inspector concerns were identified with
the quality or' maintenance of ERO training.

The inspectors reviewed documentation that indicated the licensee had
conducted ten table top drills, four training drills, an annual exercise,

'and an augmentation drill since the last inspection. The augmentation
drill was repeated because some positions were not activated within the-

-

required time. In the repeat activation drill, all objectives were
successfully completed. The inspectors verified that the drill and

,

exercise objectives required by EPP-105, Conduct of Drills and Exercises, ;

were being completed at the required frequencies. There were no >

inspector concerns identified with the quality or frequency of the
drills.

1

The q'uality of drill documentation could be improved. As an example,
~

some drill packages contained-all of the documentation, and other
packages required gathering the documentation from different areas,
i.e., the drill report in several instances was not with the rest of the

,
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documentation. The inspectors' observation was discussed with the
i licensee. The licensee stated that they were aware of the need for

improving their filing of documentation and that they were already
,

j working on improving the process.
|
! Two Emergency Directors were interviewed. The interviews used an

evolving scenario to evaluate the' interviewees' understanding of the
categories of EALs, activation requirements and procedures,. notification |

requirements (times and personnel), PARS, functions and responsibilities;

i of different positions and facilities. One interviewee performed well
! and the other interviewee's performance was satisfactory. No concerns.
| were identified by.the inspectors.

L 5.2.5 Independent Audits and Internal Reviews
(-

This area was inspected to determine whether the l_icensee had performed
! an independent audit of the emergency preparedness program, and whether |the emergency planning staff had conducted a review of the Emergency Plan !
| and the EPPs. Requirements applicable to this area are found in. !

10 CFR 50.54(t) and the licensee's Emergency Plan. '

The inspectors reviewed the' independent audit report QA-AUD-960001-0
| which was required by 10 CFR 50.54(t). The audit was conducted between
|, January 8 and 19, 1996, by a four person team. The inspectors reviewed
: the audit's documentation. The audit was performed using both ;

! performance and compliance based techniques from selected criterion. The
i audit questions supported the audit objnctives and were developed prior

to the commencing the audit. The inspectors concluded that the audit was
thorough and fully met regulatory requirements.

.

5.2.6 Effectiveness of Licensee Controls
!

L This area was reviewed to determine the effectivenest of licensee
' controls in identification of problems and then making corrective

actions. The inspectors reviewed findings from audits, inspection
reports,- and drill critiques, and compared these findings to the
licensee's Regulatory Tracking System - Standard Report. Based upon the

[ data reviewed, the licensee was prompt in resolving findings and tracking
! findings to completion. There were no delinquent or old findings in the

report.

5.2.7 Review of Radiation Dose Calculation Software

EDAP, the offsite emergency radiation dose calculation software used by
the licensee, was developed in-house. The inspectors interviewed the
individual responsible for developing the software. EDAP initially used

! default values from postulated accidents listed in the FSAR and DCFs
i found in EPA 400. EDAP 4.11 performed dose projections based on

radiation monitors and default ratios of iodine to noble gas isotopes in.

i the release mixture. Once effluent or field samples were available, EDAP
; would perform dose projections at 1, 2, 5, and 10 miles based upon sample
| analysis,
l
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NRC and SCDHEC used RASCAL as their dose calculation software. The
inspectors reviewed a comparison document dated July 10, 1995, in which
the licensee had compared EDAP 4.11 to RASCAL 2.1. The inspectors
verified that the licensee had procedures to perform a manual backup dose
calculation. EPP-005, Offsite Dose Calculations, was the manual dose
calculation procedure.

5.3 Security - Unsecured Vehicle in Protected Area

On April 16, the inspectors identified that the door of a vehicle located
in the protected area was unlocked. A security officer in the area
determined that the steering column was not locked. The security officer
proceeded to secure the-steering wheel of the vehicle with a lock and I

chain. )
TS 6.8.1.d requires that written procedures be established, implemented |
and maintained covering the Security Plan. Security Procedure, SPP-202,
Vehicle Access Requirements, revision 9, required that the vehicle escort
officer ensure the vehicle is secured by obtaining all available sets of
vehicle keys from the operator and by locking the steering column. If
the steering column cannot be locked, the escort officer shall lock the
cab of the vehicle. If neither the steering column nor the cab can be |

secured, the steering wheel of the vehicle will be secured by lock and I
'chain, or other equivalent locking system.

The licensee determined that on April 15, an officer secured the vehicle
in the protected area by locking the cab of the vehicle. The officer did
not ask the driver if he had an extra set of keys to the vehicle, and
subsequently, the driver opened the cab of the vehicle. The licensee
determined that the vehicle had not been moved from the original parking
place.

The failure to maintain the vehicle secured is a violation of the l

licensee's procedures and is therefore identified as VIO 50-395/96-05-06,
Ursecured Vehicle in Protected Area.

In the area of Plant Support, two violations and one NCV were identified.

6.0 OTHER NRC PERSONNEL ON SITE

George Belisle, Chief, Reactor Projects Branch 5, was on site March 12
and 13, 1996, to attend the Resident Inspectors' Exit meeting for NRC
Inspection Report No. 50-395/96-02 and conduct a qualifications review
and walkdown with the Senior Resident Inspector. I

1

7.0 REVIEW 0F FSAR COMMITMENTS

A recent discovery of a-licensee operating their facility in a manner
contrary to the FSAR description highlighted the need for a special
focused review that compares plant practices, procedures and/or
parameters to the FSAR description. While performing the inspections
discussed in this report, the inspectors reviewed the applicable portions
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of the FSAR that related to the areas inspected.. The following
inconsistencies were noted between the wording of the FSAR and the plant
practices, procedures and/or parameters observed by the inspectors:

An FSAR discrepancy was identified in FSAR Section 9.1.3.3, where
the piping lines entering and exiting from the SFP are located |

between the normal water level (elevation 461'6") and the design low 1

water level (elevation 460'6") and are provided with anti-syphoning l

holes to preclude draining the pool below this low water level.
However, the Spent Fuel Cooling System Flow Diagram, D-302-651,
noted that all piping to and from the SFP should penetrate pool
walls at elevation 460'3". The licensee verified that the drawing

1

! had the correct elevation and stated that this discrepancy would be I
corrected in the next FSAR revision.

An FSAR discrepancy was identified in FSAR Table 9.1-1, for the Heat ;

j Transfer Rate of the spent fuel heat exchangers. The CLB states the
'

heat transfer rate as: (1) 10/3 Core - 15.2 MBTV/hr (2) 13/3 Core -
21.3 MBTU/hr (per cooler). However, the 1984 rerack amendment dated
September 27, 1984, changed the licensing basis heat transfer rate
for each train of spent fuel cooling to 14.2 MBTU/hr. The licensee

| has stated that this discrepancy would be corrected in the next FSAR
| revision.

The CLB in the FSAR describes a partial core off-load (72 FAs) as
the normal design basis cooling situation and a full core off-load
(157 FAs) as the off-normal design basis cooling situation.
However, the licensee has performed a full core off-load since the

!
first RF0 which is an off-normal design basis cooling situation on a
normal frequency. The NRC is continuing to review these SFP andf

FSAR variances (see URI 50-395/96-05-07).

8.0 EXIT l
The inspection scope and findings were summarized on April 29, 1996, by
R. Aiello and J. Starefos' with those persons indicated by an asterisk in
paragraph 1. .The inspectors described the areas inspected and discussed
in detail the inspection results. The licensee commented on the 10 CFR

| 50.73 potential violation by indicating that due to the low safety
.

'

'

significance, this did not warrant a violation.

A post inspection briefing was conducted on March 15, 1996, by
:

G. Salyers. During the briefing, NCV 50-395/96-05-05 was discussed as a
potential violation and the licensee reiterated their review process
concerning the NOVE event.'

Changes to findings were summarized on May 15,16 and 20 with the General
Manager, Nuclear Support Services and other staff members. A listing of
inspection findings is provided. Proprietary information is not
contained in this report.

<
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f lysg Item Number Status Dgscription and-Reference
|

VIO 50-395/95-17-01 Closed Failure To Promptly Correct Inadequate
Differential Pressure In The Fuel
Handling Building (paragraph 2.5).

VIO 50-395/96-05-01 Open TS Leakage Assessment Program
(paragraph 3.3).

i

j VIO 50-395/96-05-02 Open Failure To Correct A Deficiency On A
Spent- Fuel Pool Cooling System Valver

(paragraph 4.1)'.

URI. 50-395/96-05-03 Open Variances Between The FSAR And Plant
Operating Practices For The SFP,

! (paragraph 2.3).
|

VIO 50-395/96-05-04 Open Failure To Submit A Required LER
(paragraph 5.1).

NCV 50-395/96-05-05 Closed Failure To Classify An Event In A
lTimely Manner In Accordance With The,

i Emergency Plan (paragraph 5.2.1).

VIO 50-395/96-05-06 Open Unsecured Vehicle In Protected Area )
(paragraph 5.3). (

9.0 ACRONYMS l

ARP Annunciator Response Procedure
.

ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers
CCP Centrifugal Charging Pump
CCW Component Cooling Water
CFR Code of Federal Regulations

; CLB Current Licensing Basis
CR Control Room
CREVS Control Room ~ Emergency Ventilation System

; DCF Dose Conversion Factor
! dp Differential Pressure

EAL Emergency Action Level
EDAP Emergency Dose Assessment Program
EPP Emergency Plan Procedure
ERF Emergency Response Facility |

ERFIS Emergency Response Facility Information System 1
1

. E0F Emergency Operations Facility
| ERO Emergency Response Organization
| EWSS Emergency Warning Siren System
| FA Fuel Assembly
'

FHB Fuel Handling Building
! FP Fire Protection

FSAR Final Safety Analysis Report
gpm Gallons Per Minute

_ _ _ _ . . __ . . - . .- . . . - . . --
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GTP General Test Procedure
hr Hour
INP0 Institute of Nuclear Power Operations
IR Inspection Report
LER Licensee Event Report
MBTU Million British Thermal Units
MCN Modification Change Notice
MRF Modification Request Form |
MTV Metric Ton
MWD Megawatt Days
MWR Maintenance Work Request |
MWt Megawatt Thermal |
NCV Non-Cited Violation
NOUE Notification of Unusual Event
NPF Nuclear Power Facility [ Type of license] 1

NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NRR Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
NUREG NRC Technical Report Designation
ONO Off Normal Occurrence
OSC Operational Support Center
PAR Protective Area Recommendations
PDR Public Document Room
PMTS Preventive Maintenance Task Sheet
QA Quality Assurance
REP Reactor Engineering Procedure
RF0 Refueling Outage
RHR Residual Heat Removal
RHT Recycle Holdup Tank
RII Region II [NRC]
SAP Station Administrative Procedure
SCDHEC South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control
SFP Spent Fuel Pool
SR0 Senior Reactor Operator
STP Surveillance Test Procedure
TS Technical Specification
TSC Technical Support Center
TWR Technical Work Record
URI Unresolved Item
VIO Violation
WG Water Gage
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